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The theory of physical superselection sectors in
terms of vertex operator algebra language
Haisheng Li
Department of Mathematics, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064
Abstract We formulate an interpretation of the theory of physical superselection
sectors in terms of vertex operator algebra language. Using this formulation we give a
construction of simple current from a primary semisimple element of weight one. We then
prove that if a rational vertex operator algebra V has a simple currentM satisfying certain
conditions, then V ⊕M has a natural rational vertex operator (super)algebra structure.
Applying our results to a vertex operator algebra associated to an affine Lie algebra, we
construct its simple currents and the extension by a simple current. We also present two
essentially equivalent constructions for twisted modules for an inner automorphism from
the adjoint module or any untwisted module.
1 Introduction
This paper is motivated by some physical papers ([FRS], [MSc]) in the theory of superse-
lection sectors ([DHR], [HK]). Let A be the observable algebra for a quantum field theory
and let π0 be the vacuum representation on H0 of A. In general, A admits infinitely many
inequivalent irreducible modules, so a criterion is needed to rule out the physical unrele-
vant modules. Let ψ be an endomorphism of A. Then we obtain a representation π0ψ on
H0 of A. If U is an element of A with a left inverse U
∗, then we have an endomorphism
ψU of A defined by ψU(a) = UaU
∗ for any a ∈ A. Consequently, we have a representation
π0ψU on H0 of A. In the algebraic theory of superselection sectors (see, e.g., [HK]), the
physical superselection sectors consist of each equivalent class of irreducible representa-
tion π which is equivalent to π0ψ for some endomorphism ψ of A. If Wi = (H0, π0ψi)
(i = 1, 2) are superselection sectors, an intertwinner from W1 to W2 is defined to be a
homomorphism of A-modules, and W = (H0, π0ψ2ψ1) is defined to be the tensor product
module of W1 with W2. Such a tensor product module is in general reducible, but it is
assumed to be decomposable into irreducible ones. Furthermore, if (H0, π0ψi) (i = 1, 2, 3)
are three superselection sectors, then an intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1,W2
)
is de-
fined to be an intertwinner or a homomorphism φ of A-modules from W = (H0, π0ψ2ψ1)
to W3 and fusion rules had also been defined accordingly.
On the other hand, vertex operator algebras were introduced by mathematician ([B],
[FLM]), which are essentially chiral algebras formulated in [BPZ] in two-dimensional con-
formal field theory. Vertex operator algebras provide a powerful algebraic tool for studying
the general structure of conformal field theory. For vertex operator algebra theory, the
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notion of modules, intertwining operators and fusion rules have been defined in [FLM]
and [FHL]. Furthermore, the notions of tensor product for modules have been also devel-
oped in [HL0-2] and [Li4]. The initial purpose of this paper is to interpret the physical
superselection theory in terms of vertex operator algebra language ([B], [FLM], [FHL],
[HL0-2], [Li4]).
Note that if σ is an endomorphism of a vertex operator algebra V , then by definition
([B],[FLM], [FHL]), σ preserves both the vacuum and the Virasoro element so that σ
preserves each homogeneous subspace of V . If V is simple, i.e., V is an irreducible
V -module, it follows from Schur lemma that any nonzero endomorphism is a scalar.
Then the twist of V by σ is isomorphic to V . Therefore, it is impossible to obtain all
irreducible modules by twisting V unless V is holomorphic, i.e., any irreducible V -module
is isomorphic to V . Having known the above fact, we turn to a certain associative algebra.
For any vertex operator algebra V , Frenkel and Zhu [FZ] constructed a topological
Z-graded associative algebra U(V ), which was called the universal enveloping algebra of
V . Roughly speaking, U(V ) is the associative algebra with identity generated by all an
(linear in a), for a ∈ V, n ∈ Z with certain defining relations coming from the Jacobi
identity and the Virasoro algebra relations. Then there is a natural 1-1 correspondence
between the set of equivalence classes of lower truncated Z-graded weak V -modules and
the set of equivalence classes of continuous 1 lower truncated Z-graded U(V )-modules.
As an infinite-dimensional associative algebra, U(V ) has many nontrivial (continuous)
endomorphisms. For instance, it was essentially proved in [Z] that AutU(V ) contains
PSL(2,C) as a subgroup. It is reasonable to believe that U(V ) should play the role of
the observable algebra in the algebraic quantum field theory.
Let ∆(z) ∈ U(V ){z} satisfy the conditions (2.7)-(2.10). Then it is proved that for
any V -module (M,YM(·, z)), (M˜, YM˜(·, z)) := (M,YM(∆(z)·, z)) is a V -module. Conse-
quently, ∆(z) induces an endomorphism ψ of U(V ) defined by
ψ(Y (a, z)) = Y (∆(z)a, z) for any a ∈ V. (1.1)
Our first theorem claims that if ∆(z) is invertible, M˜ is isomorphic to a tensor product
module of M with V˜ in the sense of [HL0-2] and [Li4]. This implies that V˜ is a simple
current ([SY1-2], [FG]), i.e., the tensor functor associated to V˜ gives a permutation on
the set of equivalence classes of irreducible V -modules. Next, we give a construction for
such a ∆(z). Let h be an semisimple element of a vertex operator algebra V satisfying
L(n)h = δn,0h, h(n)h = δn,1γ1 for any n ∈ Z+, (1.2)
where γ is a rational number. Then we construct a ∆(h, z) (in Section 2) satisfying (2.7)-
(2.10). Applying our results to a vertex operator algebra L(ℓ, 0) associated to an affine Lie
1It was pointed out by C. Dong that this condition is necessary
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algebra g˜, we prove that if the fundamental (dominant integral) weight λi is cominimal
[FG], then for any complex number ℓ 6= −Ω (the dual Coxeter number), L(ℓ, ℓλi) is a
simple current for L(ℓ, 0). If ℓ is a positive integer, this result has been proved in [FG] by
calculating four-point functions.
Note that for all known rational vertex operator operator algebras (the definition is
given in Section 2), there are only finitely many inequivalent irreducible modules and
all irreducible modules are exactly those which are needed in conformal field theory.
For instance, it was proved ([DL], [FZ], [Li2]) that for any positive integer ℓ, the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible L(ℓ, 0)-modules is exactly the set of equivalence classes
of unitary highest weight g˜-modules of level ℓ. It is also known ([DMZ], [W]) that if
c = 1 − 6(p−q)
2
pq
, where p, q ∈ {2, 3, · · ·} and p and q are relatively prime, then the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible L(c, 0)-modules is exactly the set of equivalence classes
of lowest weight Virasoro modules in the minimal series given in [BPZ]. Therefore, at least
for a rational vertex operator algebra V , each irreducible V -module is a superselection
sector so that we do not need a superselection rule to rule out unrelevant modules. Based
this interpretation we conjecture that each irreducible V -module is isomorphic some twist
of V by an endomorphism of U(V ).
The famous moonshine module vertex operator algebra V ♮ [FLM] is the first math-
ematically rigorous construction of Z2-orbiford theory, which is constructed by using a
vertex operator algebra together with an irreducible Z2-twisted module. From the con-
struction of V ♮ it is an extension of a certain vertex operator algebra by a simple module.
Recently Huang [Hua] has given a conceptual construction. To generalize the construction
of V ♮, one is facing two problems, which are the existence of twisted modules and the
extension of a vertex operator algebra by a simple module, respectively. In this paper,
we consider a relatively simple case for the extension problem. Let h ∈ V satisfying the
condition (1.2). Then we prove that under certain conditions, V ⊕ V˜ has a natural vertex
operator (super)algebra structure. Furthermore, assuming that V is rational, we classify
all irreducible modules for V ⊕V˜ and prove that V ⊕V˜ is rational. By restricting ourselves
to a vertex operator algebra L(ℓ, 0) associated to the affine Lie algebra s˜ℓ2, our results
imply that L(ℓ, 0)⊕ L(ℓ, ℓ
2
) is a rational vertex operator algebra if ℓ is a positive integral
multiple of 4 and that L(ℓ, 0)⊕L(ℓ, ℓ
2
) is a rational vertex operator superalgebra if ℓ is a
positive odd integral multiple of 2. In the notation of L(ℓ, ℓ
2
), ℓ
2
is the spin number (half
of the weight) in terms of physical language. These results are known to physicists (cf.
[MSe]). All results have been greatly extended in [DLM].
In the last section, we consider the construction of twisted modules from V . We
present two essentially equivalent constructions for twisted modules (or sectors) for an
inner automorphism from V or any (untwisted) module. This may shed some light for
the construction of twisted modules (or sectors) in general.
Acknowledgment We thank Professors Dong, Lepowsky and Mason for many
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useful discussions and Professor J. Fuchs for correcting a mistake about relation between
simple currents and cominimal weights as in [DLM]. We apologize for missing any related
references because of the lack of our knowledge.
2 An interpretation of superselection sectors in terms
of vertex operator algebra language
A vertex operator algebra ([B], [FLM]) is a quadruple (V, Y, 1, ω), where V is Z-graded
vector space V = ⊕n∈ZVn satisfying the conditions: for any n ∈ Z, dimVn < ∞ and
Vn = 0 for sufficiently small n; where Y is a linear map
Y (·, z)→ (EndV )[[z, z−1]]; Y (u, z) =
∑
n∈Z
unz
−n−1
such that for any u, v ∈ V ,
unv = 0 for n sufficiently large; (2.1)
and that the Jacobi identity holds:
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
Y (u, z1)Y (v, z2)− z
−1
0 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
Y (v, z2)Y (u, z1)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
Y (Y (u, z0)v, z2); (2.2)
where 1 is a vector of V , called the vacuum, satisfying the conditions:
Y (1, z) = idV ; Y (u, z)1 ∈ V [[z]] and lim
z→0
Y (u, z)1 = u; (2.3)
and where ω is a vector of V , called the Virasoro element, such that if we set
L(z) = Y (ω, z) =
∑
n∈Z
L(n)z−n−2, (2.4)
the following Virasoro algebra relations hold:
[L(m), L(n)] = (m− n)L(m+ n) +
1
12
(m3 −m)δm+n,0(rank V ) (2.5)
with (rank V )∈ C, m, n ∈ Z; and the following relations hold:
d
dz
Y (v, z) = Y (L(−1)v, z), L(0)u = (wtu)u = nu (2.6)
for u ∈ Vn. This completes the definition.
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A weak V -module is a vector space M together with a linear map YM(·, z) from V to
EndM [[z, z−1]] such that YM(1, z) = idM , YM(L(−1)a, z) =
d
dz
YM(a, z) for any a ∈ V and
a suitably adjusted Jacobi identity holds.
A V -module is a weak V -module M which is a C-graded vector space M = ⊕h∈CMh,
where Mh is the eigenspace of L(0) on M with eigenvalue h, such that for any h ∈ C,
dimMh <∞ and Mn+h = 0 for sufficiently large integer n.
A lower truncated Z-graded weak V -module is a weak V -module M together with a
Z-grading M = ⊕n∈ZM(n) such that M(n) = 0 for sufficiently small integer n and that
anM(m) ⊆M(m+ k − n− 1) for a ∈ Vk, m, n, k ∈ Z.
If any lower truncated Z-graded weak V -module is completely reducible, we call V rational
[Z].
Let Wi (i = 1, 2, 3) be V -modules. Then an intertwining operator of type
(
W3
W1W2
)
is defined [FHL] to be a linear map I(·, z) from W1 to HomC(W2,W3){z} such that
I(L(−1)u, z) = d
dz
I(u, z) for u ∈ W1 and a suitably adjusted Jacobi identity holds. De-
note by I
(
W3
W1W2
)
the space of all intertwining operators of the indicated type. The
dimension of this vector space is called the fusion rule of this type. Let Irr(V ) be the
set of equivalence classes of irreducible V -modules and for any V -module M , denote the
equivalence class of M by [M ]. For [Mi], [Mj ], [Mk] ∈ Irr(V ), denote the fusion rule
by Nkij. Suppose that all fusion rules among irreducible modules are finite. The fusion
algebra or Verlinda algebra is defined to be the algebra linearly spanned by Irr(V ) with
the multiplication:
[Mi] · [Mj ] =
∑
k∈Irr(V )
Nkij [Mk].
Let V be a vertex operator algebra and let U(V ) be the universal enveloping algebra of
V constructed by Frenkel and Zhu [FZ]. What we will use about U(V ) is an abstract fact
that U(V ) = ⊕n∈ZU(V )n is a Z-graded topological associative algebra such that there
is a natural 1-1 correspondence between the set of equivalence classes of lower truncated
Z-graded continuous U(V )-module and the set of equivalence classes of lower truncated
Z-graded weak V -module. Since we will not use any details of U(V ) we will not recall
the construction and we refer the interested reader for U(V ) to [FZ].
An endomorphism ρ of U(V ) is said to be restricted if for any a ∈ V and any integer
k, there is an integer m such that ρ(an) ∈ ⊕
∞
j≤kU(V )j for n > m. Then it is clear that
for any V -module M , the ρ-twist of M is a (weak) V -module. From the analysis made in
introduction we conjecture that any irreducible V -module is isomorphic to a twist of the
adjoint module V by a restricted endomorphism of U(V ).
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Let ∆(z) ∈ U(V ){z} satisfy the following conditions:
∆(z)a ∈ V [z, z−1]; (2.7)
∆(z)1 = 1; (2.8)
[L(−1),∆(z)] = −
d
dz
∆(z); (2.9)
Y (∆(z2 + z0)a, z0)∆(z2) = ∆(z2)Y (a, z0) for any a ∈ V. (2.10)
Let (M,YM(·, z)) be any V -module. Then for any a, b ∈ V we have:
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
YM(∆(z1)a, z1)YM(∆(z2)b, z2)
−z−10 δ
(
−z2 + z1
z0
)
YM(∆(z2)b, z2)YM(∆(z1)a, z1)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
YM(Y (∆(z1)a, z0)∆(z2)b, z2)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
YM(Y (∆(z2 + z0)a, z0)∆(z2)b, z2)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
YM(∆(z2)Y (a, z0)b, z2). (2.11)
The conditions (2.8) and (2.9) imply
YM(∆(z)1, z) = idM , [L(−1), YM(∆(z)a, z)] =
d
dz
YM(∆(z)a, z) for a ∈ V. (2.12)
Therefore (M˜, YM˜(·, z)) =: (M,YM(∆(z)·, z)) is a weak V -module. Then each ∆(z) gives
rise to a restricted endomorphism ψ of U(V ) such that ψ(Y (a, z)) = Y (∆(z)a, z) for any
a ∈ V . Let G(V ) be the set of all ∆(z) satisfying the conditions (2.7)-(2.10).
Lemma 2.1. Let ∆(z) ∈ G(V ), let M i (i = 1, 2, 3) be three V -modules and let
I(·, z) be an intertwining operator of type
(
M3
M1M2
)
. Then I˜(·, z) = I(∆(z)·, z) is an
intertwining operator of type
(
M˜3
M1M˜2
)
.
Proof. The L(−1)-derivative property for I˜(·, z) follows from the condition (2.9)
immediately. For any a ∈ V, u ∈ M1 we have:
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
YM˜3(a, z1)I˜(u, z2)− z
−1
0 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
I˜(u, z2)YM˜2(a, z1)
= z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
YM3(∆(z1)a, z1)I(∆(z2)u, z2)
−z−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
I(∆(z2)u, z2)YM2(∆(z1)a, z1)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
I(YM1(∆(z1)a, z0)∆(z2)u, z2)
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= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
I(∆(z2)YM1(a, z0)u, z2)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
I˜(YM1(a, z0)u, z2). (2.13)
Then the proof is complete. ✷
Lemma 2.2. Let ∆(z) ∈ G(V ) and let ψ be a V -homomorphism from a V -module
W to another V -module M . Then ψ is also a V -homomorphism from the V -module W˜
to the V -module M˜ .
Proof. For any a ∈ V, u ∈ W , we have:
ψ(YW˜ (a, z)u) = ψ(YW (∆(z)a, z)u)
= YM(∆(z)a, z)ψ(u)
= YM˜(a, z)ψ(u). (2.14)
Thus ψ is a V -homomorphism from W˜ to M˜ . ✷
Lemma 2.3. Let ∆1(z),∆2(z) ∈ G(V ). Then ∆1(z)∆2(z) ∈ G(V ).
Proof. By assumption we have:
∆1(z)∆2(z)1 = ∆1(z)1 = 1, (2.15)
[L(−1),∆1(z)∆2(z)]
= [L(−1),∆1(z)]∆2(z) + ∆1(z)[L(−1),∆2(z)]
= −
(
d
dz
∆1(z)
)
∆2(z) + ∆1(z)
(
d
dz
∆2(z)
)
= −
d
dz
(∆1(z)∆2(z)) , (2.16)
and
z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
Y (∆1(z1)∆2(z1)a, z0)∆1(z2)∆2(z2)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
∆1(z2)Y (∆2(z1)a, z0)∆2(z2)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
∆1(z2)∆2(z2)Y (a, z0) (2.17)
for any a ∈ V . Thus ∆1(z)∆2(z) ∈ G(V ). ✷
It is clear that idV ∈ G(V ), so that G(V ) is a semigroup.
Lemma 2.4. Let ∆(z) ∈ G(V ) such that ∆(z) has an inverse ∆−1(z) ∈ U(V )[[z, z−1]].
Then ∆−1(z) ∈ G(V ).
Proof. First, we have: ∆−1(z)1 = 1. Since ∆(z)∆−1(z) = 1, we have:
0 =
(
d
dz
∆(z)
)
∆−1(z) + ∆(z)
d
dz
∆−1(z). (2.18)
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Then
d
dz
∆−1(z) = −∆−1(z)
(
d
dz
∆(z)
)
∆−1(z)
= −L(−1)∆−1(z) + ∆−1(z)L(−1)
= −[L(−1),∆−1(z)]. (2.19)
For any a ∈ V , we have:
z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
∆−1(z2)Y (a, z0)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
∆−1(z2)Y (∆(z1)∆
−1(z1)a, z0)
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
Y (∆−1(z1)a, z0)∆
−1(z2). (2.20)
Thus ∆−1(z) ∈ G(V ). ✷
Denote by Go(V ) the subgroup of all invertible elements of G(V ). Let H(V ) be the
subgroup of G(V ) consisting of each ∆(z) such that (V, Y (∆(z)·, z)) is isomorphic to
(V, Y (·, z)).
Conjecture 2.5. Let V be a vertex operator algebra. Then for any irreducible V -
module (M,YM(·, z)), there is a ∆(z) ∈ G(V ) such that (V, Y (∆(z)·, z)) is isomorphic to
(M,YM(·, z)).
Recall the definition of tensor product for modules for a vertex operator algebra V
from [Li4] (see [HL0-2] for a different version).
Definition 2.6 [Li4]. Let M1 and M2 be two V -modules. A tensor product for the
ordered pair (M1,M2) is a pair (M,F (·, z)) consisting of a V -module M and an inter-
twining operator F (·, z) of type
(
M
M1M2
)
such that the following universal property
holds: For any V -module W and any intertwining operator I(·, z) of type
(
W
M1M2
)
,
there exists a unique V -homomorphism ψ from M to W such that I(·, z) = ψ ◦ F (·, z).
(Here ψ extends canonically to a linear map from M{z} to W{z}.)
Proposition 2.7 [Li4]. If (M,F (·, z)) is a tensor product for the ordered pair
(M1,M2) of V -modules, then for any V -moduleM3, HomV (M,M
3) is linearly isomorphic
to the space of intertwining operators of type
(
M3
M1M2
)
.
Let M be a module for V and let ∆(z) ∈ G(V ). Set W = V , YW (·, z) = YV (∆(z)·, z).
In physical references, essentially (M,YM(∆(z)·, z)) is defined to be the tensor product
module of M with W .
Conjecture 2.8. LetM be a module for V and let ∆(z) ∈ G(V ). Then (M˜, I˜(·, z)) :=
(M,YM(∆(z)·, z)) is a tensor product of (M, V˜ ) in the sense of [HL0-2] and [Li4], where
I(·, z) is defined by I(u, z)a = ezL(−1)YM(a,−z)u for a ∈ V, u ∈M .
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Proposition 2.9. Let (W,F (·, z)) be a tensor product for a pair (M1,M2) of V -
modules and let ∆(z) ∈ Go(V ). Then (W˜ , F˜ (·, z)) is a tensor product of the pair
(M1, M˜2).
Proof. From Proposition 2.7 we have an intertwining operator F˜ (·, z) = F (∆(z)·, z)
of type
(
W˜
M1M˜2
,
)
. LetM be any V -module and let I(·, z) be any intertwining operator
of type
(
M
M1M˜2
)
. Then I(∆(z)−1·, z) is an intertwining operator of type
(
Mˆ
M1M2
)
,
where (Mˆ, YMˆ(·, z)) = (M,YM(∆(z)
−1·, z)). By the universal property of (W,F (·, z)),
there is a unique V -homomorphism ψ from W to Mˆ such that Iˆ(·, z) = ψ ◦ Fˆ (·, z). By
Lemma 2.2, ψ is a V -homomorphism from W to M . Since ∆(z)u only involves finitely
many terms, we have: I(·, z) = ψ ◦ F (·, z). It is not difficult to check the uniqueness.
Then the proof is complete. ✷
Corollary 2.10. Let M be a V -module and let ∆(z) ∈ Go(V ). Then M˜ is isomorphic
to the tensor product module of M with V˜ .
Proof. By Proposition 5.1.6 in [Li4], (M,F (·, z)) is a tensor product for the pair
(M,V ), where F (·, z) is the transpose intertwining operator of YM(·, z). By Proposition
2.9, (M˜, F˜ (·, z)) is a tensor product for (M, V˜ ). ✷
The following definition is due to physicists (see for example [SY1-2], [FG]).
Definition 2.11. Let V be a vertex operator algebra. An irreducible V -module M is
called a simple current if the tensor functor “M×” is a permutation acting on the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible V -modules.
By Corollary 2.10 we have:
Theorem 2.12. For any ∆(z) ∈ Go(V ), (V, Y (∆(z)·, z)) is a simple current V -
module.
We will apply this result to vertex operator algebras associated to affine Lie algebras
later. Combining Conjectures 2.5 and 2.8 we formulate the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2.13. The fusion algebra or the Verlinda algebra for vertex operator
algebra V is isomorphic to the group algebra of G(V )/H(V ) over the ground field C.
Next, we give a construction of ∆(z) from a semisimple primary element of weight
one. Let V be a vertex operator algebra and let h ∈ V satisfying the following conditions:
L(n)h = δn,0h, hnh = δn,1γ1 for any n ∈ Z+, (2.21)
where γ is a fixed rational number. Furthermore, we assume that h0 semisimply acts on
V with integral eigenvalues. From now on, we also freely use h(n) for hn. For any α ∈ Q,
set
E±(αh, z) = exp
(
∞∑
k=1
αh(±k)
k
z∓k
)
. (2.22)
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Then from [LW] we have:
E+(αh, z1)E
−(βh, z2) =
(
1−
z2
z1
)−γαβ
E−(βh, z2)E
+(αh, z1). (2.23)
Define
∆(h, z) = zh(0) exp
(
∞∑
k=1
h(k)
−k
(−z)−k
)
= zh(0)E+(−h,−z) ∈ U(V ){z}. (2.24)
Proposition 2.14. Let V be a vertex operator algebra and let h be an element of V
satisfying (2.21). Then ∆(h, z) ∈ G0(V ).
Proposition 2.14 was essentially proved in [Li3], but for completeness, we present the
proof. First we prove
Lemma 2.15. Let h ∈ V satisfying (2.21). Then we have:
E+(h, z1)Y (a, z2)E
+(−h, z1) = Y (z
h(0)
1 ∆(−h, z1 − z2), z2) for a ∈ V. (2.25)
Proof. For any a ∈ V , using the formula [h(k), Y (a, z)] =
∞∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
zk−iY (h(i)a, z)
we obtain [
∞∑
k=1
h(k)
k
z−k1 , Y (a, z2)
]
=
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=0
1
k
(
k
i
)
z−k1 z
k−i
2 Y (h(i)a, z2)
=
∞∑
k=1
1
k
z−k1 z
k
2Y (h(0)a, z2) +
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=1
1
k
(
k
i
)
z−k1 z
k−i
2 Y (h(i)a, z2)
= − log
(
1−
z2
z1
)
Y (h(0)a, z2)
+
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
i=1
1
k + i
(
k + i
i
)
z−k−i1 z
k
2Y (h(i)a, z2)
= − log
(
1−
z2
z1
)
Y (h(0)a, z2)
+
∞∑
i=1
∞∑
k=0
1
i
(−1)k
(
−i
k
)
z−k−i1 z
k
2Y (h(i)a, z2)
= − log
(
1−
z2
z1
)
Y (h(0)a, z2) +
∞∑
i=1
1
i
(z1 − z2)
−iY (h(i)a, z2). (2.26)
Then
E−(h, z1)Y (a, z2)E
−(−h, z1)
= Y
((
1−
z2
z1
)−h(0)
E+(h, z1 − z2)a, z2
)
= Y
(
z
h(0)
1 ∆(−h, z1 − z2)a, z2
)
. ✷ (2.27)
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Proof of Proposition 2.14. Since [h(0), Y (u, z)] = Y (h(0)u, z) for any u ∈ V , we
have:
zh(0)Y (u, z)z−h(0) = Y (zh(0)u, z) for any u ∈ V. (2.28)
Then it follows from the construction of ∆(h, z) and Lemma 2.15 that ∆(h, z) satisfies
(2.10). Since
[L(−1), h(0)] = 0, [L(−1), h(k)] = −kh(k − 1) for k ∈ Z,
we obtain
[L(−1),∆(h, z)] =
∞∑
k=1
h(k − 1)(−z)−k∆(h, z) =
d
dz
∆(h, z).
It is clear that ∆(h, z) satisfies (2.7) and (2.8). Thus ∆(h, z) ∈ Go(V ). ✷
At the end of this section, we apply our results to some concrete examples. Let L be
a positive-definite even lattice, let P be the dual lattice of L and let VL be the vertex
operator algebra constructed by Borcherds [B], Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman [FLM].
Then there is a 1-1 correspondence between the set of equivalence classes of irreducible
modules for VL and the set of cosets of P/L ([B], [FLM], [D1]). More specifically, VP is a
VL-module with the following decomposition into irreducible modules:
VP = VL ⊕ VL+β1 ⊕ · · ·VL+βk−1 (2.29)
where k = |P/L|.
Proposition 2.16. Let β ∈ P . Then as a VL-module, (VL, Y (∆(β, z)·, z)) is isomor-
phic to the VL-module VL+β.
Proof. For any h′ ∈ H = C⊗Z L, we have
∆(β, z)h′ = ∆(β, z)h′(−1)1 = h‘ + z−1β(h′). (2.30)
Then Y˜ (h′, z) = Y (h′, z) + z−1β(h′). Thus V˜L is a completely reducible module which is
isomorphic to VL, for the Heisenberg algebra H˜ and the set of eigenfunctions of H(0) on
V˜L is β + L. Then it follows from [D1] that (VL, Y (∆(β, z)·, z)) is isomorphic to VL+β.
✷
It follows from Proposition 2.16 that all irreducible VL-modules can be obtained by
using some ∆(β, z) and that (VL, Y (∆(β, z)·, z)) is isomorphic to (VL, Y (·, z)) if and only
if β ∈ L. It is clear that ∆(β, z) is invertible so that each irreducible module is a simple
current. It is also clear that ∆(α, z)∆(β, z) = ∆(α + β, z) for α, β ∈ P . Let βi ∈ P
(i = 1, 2). Then Y (∆(β2, z)·, z) is a nonzero intertwining operator of type(
(VL, Y (∆(β1 + β2, z)·, z))
(VL, Y (∆(β1, z)·, z))(VL, Y (∆(β2, z)·, z))
)
.
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Since each irreducible VL-module is a simple current, all fusion rules are either zero or 1.
This result on fusion rules has been obtained in [DL] using a different method. It is clear
that Conjectures 3.5, 3.8 and 3.13 hold for V = VL.
Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra with a fixed Cartan subalgebra H ,
let {α1, · · · , αn} be a set of positive roots and let {ei, fi, hi|i = 1, · · · , n} be the Chevalley
generators. Let θ =
n∑
i=1
aiαi be the highest positive root and let Ω be the dual Coxeter
number of g. Let 〈·, ·〉 be the normalized Killing form on g such that 〈θ, θ〉 = 2. Let
λi (i = 1, · · · , n) be the fundamental weights of g and let P+ be the set of dominant
integral weights of g. Recall from [Hum] that a dominant integral weight λ is said to be
minimal if it is minimal in P+. λ is said to be cominimal [FG] if λ
∨ is minimal for the
dual Lie algebra. From the table in [K], λi is cominimal if and only if ai = 1. Let g˜ be
the affine Lie algebra [K]. For any complex number ℓ and any weight λ of g, let L(ℓ, λ) be
the irreducible highest weight g˜-module of level ℓ with lowest weight λ. It has been well
known (cf. [FZ]) that L(ℓ, 0) has a natural vertex operator algebra structure if ℓ 6= −Ω.
Proposition 2.17. For any complex number ℓ 6= −Ω, L(ℓ, ℓλi) is a simple current
for L(ℓ, 0) if λi is cominimal.
Proof. Choose h ∈ H such that αj(h) = 〈h, hj〉 = δi,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then we are
going to show that (V, Y (∆(h, z)·, z)) is isomorphic to L(ℓΛi). Since ai = 1, θ(h) = ai = 1.
By definition we have:
∆(h, z)hj = hj + ℓδi,jz
−1, ∆(h, z)ei = zei, ∆(h, z)fi = z
−1fi, (2.31)
∆(h, z)ej = ej , ∆(h, z)fj = fj , ∆(h, z)fθ = z
−1fθ for j 6= i. (2.32)
In other words, the corresponding automorphism ψ of U(g˜) or U(L(ℓ, 0)) satisfying the
following conditions:
ψ(hi(n)) = hi(n) + δn,0ℓ, ψ(ei(n)) = ei(n + 1), ψ(fi(n)) = fi(n− 1); (2.33)
ψ(hj(n)) = hj(n), ψ(ej(n)) = ej(n), ψ(fj(n)) = fj(n) for j 6= i, n ∈ Z, (2.34)
and
ψ(fθ(n)) = fθ(n− 1) for n ∈ Z. (2.35)
Then the vacuum vector 1 in (V, Y (∆(h, z)·, z)) is a highest weight vector of weight
ℓλi. Thus (V, Y (∆(h, z)·, z)) is isomorphic to L(ℓ, ℓλi) as a g˜-module. By Theorem 2.12,
L(ℓ, ℓλi) is a simple current. ✷
Remark 2.18: Proposition 2.17 has been proved in [FG] by calculating the four point
functions and it has also been proved in [F] that those are all simple currents except for
E8.
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3 Extension of certain vertex operator algebras
The famous moonshine moonshine vertex operator algebra V ♮ [FLM] was built as an
extension of a vertex operator algebra by an irreducible module. (Another conceptual
proof can be found in [Hua].) One important problem is to determine whether one can
have an extension. The study of extension of a vertex operator algebra by a self-dual
irreducible module with integral weights was initiated in [FHL] where they proved the
duality or the Jacobi identity for two module elements and one algebra element. This
section is devoted to the study of extension of certain vertex operator algebras by a simple
current.
Let Wi (i = 1, 2, 3) be three V -modules and let I(·, z) be an intertwining operator of
type
(
W3
W1W2
)
. The contragredient intertwining operator I ′(·, z) of I(·, z) is an inter-
twining operator of type type
(
W ′2
W1W
′
3
)
defined ([FHL], [HL0-2]) as follows:
〈u2, I
′(u1, z)u
′
3〉2 = 〈I(e
zL(1)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)u1, z
−1)u2, u
′
3〉3 (3.1)
for ui ∈ W1, u
′
i ∈ W
′
i . The transpose intertwining operator I
t(·, z) of I(·, z) is an inter-
twining operator of type
(
W3
W2W1
)
defined ([FHL], [HL0-2]) as follows:
I t(u2, z)u1 = e
zL(−1)I(u1, e
πiz)u2 for ui ∈ Wi. (3.2)
It was proved ([HL0-2], [Li4]) that
I
(
W3
W1W2
)
≃ I
(
W3
W2W1
)
≃ I
(
W ′2
W1W
′
3
)
. (3.3)
Let V be a self-dual vertex operator algebra, i.e., V ≃ V ′ as a V -module and let M
be an irreducible V -module. From [Li1] we have:
I
(
M ′
VM
)
≃ HomV (M,M
′), dimHomV (M,M
′) ≤ 1. (3.4)
Then dim I
(
V
MM
)
≤ 1. Thus dim I
(
V
MM
)
= 1 is equivalent to that M is self-dual.
From [Li1], any invariant bilinear form on M is either symmetric or skew-symmetric.
Let Y (·, z) be a nonzero intertwining operator of type
(
V
MM
)
and let (·, ·) be the
corresponding bilinear form on M . Then we have the following minor generalization of
Proposition 5.6.1 in [FHL]:
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Proposition 3.1. The bilinear form (·, ·)M is symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) if
and only if
Y (u, z)v = ±ezL(−1)Y (e2πiL(0)v, eπiz)u for u, v ∈M, (3.5)
where “+” (resp. “−”) corresponds to a symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric) bilinear form.
Proposition 3.2 [FHL]. Let V be a self-dual vertex operator algebra and let M be a
self-dual V -module with integral weights. Then the duality or the Jacobi identity for three
elements in V ∪M consisting of at most two module elements holds.
Let V be a vertex operator algebra and letM be a simple current with integral weights.
The question is whether V ⊕M always has a natural vertex operator algebra structure
which extends V . In this section, our mail goal is to prove that if h ∈ V satisfies (2.21)
such that γ is an integer and ˜˜V is isomorphic to the adjoint module V , then V ⊕ V˜ is a
vertex operator (super)algebra.
From now on, we assume that h ∈ V satisfies (2.21) such that γ is an integer
and ˜˜V is isomorphic to the adjoint module V . From Section 2, for any V -module
(M,YM(·, z)), we have a V -module (M˜, YM˜(·, z)) = (M,YM(∆(h, z)·, z)). This yields a
linear isomorphism (the identity map) ψM from M˜ onto M such that
ψM(Y (a, z)u) = Y (∆(h, z)a, z)ψM (u) for a ∈ V, u ∈ M˜. (3.6)
Since ∆(h, z)−1 = ∆(−h, z), (3.6) is equivalent to
ψM (Y (∆(−h, z)a, z)u) = Y (a, z)ψM(u). (3.7)
Let π0 be an isomorphism from V onto
˜˜V and set φV = ψV˜ π0. Since ψV˜ is a linear
isomorphism from ˜˜V onto V˜ , φV is a linear isomorphism from V onto V˜ such that
φV (Y (a, z)b) = Y (∆(h, z)a, z)φV (b), (3.8)
or equivalently
φV (Y (∆(−h, z)a, z)b) = Y (a, z)φV (b) for a, b ∈ V. (3.9)
Set V¯ = V ⊕ V˜ . For any u ∈ V˜ , a ∈ V we define
Y¯ (u, z)a := ezL(−1)Y (a,−z)u, (3.10)
and for any u, v ∈ V˜ , we define
Y¯ (u, z)v := π−10 ψ
−1
V˜
Y¯ (∆(h, z)u, z)ψV (v) = φ
−1
V Y¯ (∆(h, z)u, z)ψV (v). (3.11)
By Lemma 2.1 Y¯ (·, z) are intertwining operators of types
(
V˜
V˜ V
)
and
(
V
V˜ V˜
)
, respec-
tively.
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Lemma 3.3. The following identities hold
ez(L(1)−h(1))e−zL(1) = exp
(
∞∑
k=1
h(k)
k
(−z)k
)
= E+(h,−z), (3.12)
ez(L(−1)+h(−1))e−zL(−1) = exp
(
∞∑
k=1
h(−k)
k
zk
)
= E−(h, z). (3.13)
Proof. Set
X(z) = ez(L(1)−h(1))e−zL(1) exp
(
∞∑
k=1
h(k)
−k
(−z)k
)
. (3.14)
Since X(z) = 1 when z = 0, it is sufficient to prove
d
dz
X(z) = 0. It follows from the
Jacobi identity and (2.21) that [L(1), h(k)] = −kh(k+1) for k ∈ Z. Then using induction
on n we get
h(1)L(1)n =
n∑
k=0
n!
(n− k)!
L(1)n−kh(k + 1). (3.15)
Thus
h(1)ezL(1) = ezL(1)
∞∑
k=1
h(k)zk−1. (3.16)
Using (3.16) we obtain
d
dz
X(z)
= ez(L(1)−h(1))(L(1)− h(1))e−zL(1) exp
(
∞∑
k=1
h(k)
−k
(−z)k
)
−ez(L(1)−h(1))L(1)e−zL(1) exp
(
∞∑
k=1
h(k)
−k
(−z)k
)
+X(z)
∞∑
k=1
h(k)(−z)k−1
= −ez(L(1)−h(1))h(1)e−zL(1) exp
(
∞∑
k=1
h(k)
−k
(−z)k
)
+X(z)
∞∑
k=1
h(k)(−z)k−1
= −ez(L(1)−h(1))e−zL(1)
(
∞∑
k=1
h(k)(−z)k−1
)
exp
(
∞∑
k=1
h(k)
−k
(−z)k
)
+X(z)
∞∑
k=1
h(k)(−z)k−1
= 0. (3.17)
This proves the first identity. Using the symmetry: L(1) 7→ −L(−1), h(k) 7→ h(−k) for
k = 1, 2, · · ·, one can obtain the second identity. ✷
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Since ∆(h, z)h = h+ z−1γ, we get
ψWh(n) = (h(n) + δn,0γ)ψW , φWh(n) = (h(n) + δn,0γ)φW for n ∈ Z. (3.18)
Then from the definition of E±(h, z) and ∆(h, z) we obtain
φWE
±(h, z) = E±(h, z)φW , ψWE
±(h, z) = E±(h, z)ψW ; (3.19)
ψW∆(h, z) = z
γ∆(h, z)ψW , φW∆(h, z) = z
γ∆(h, z)φW . (3.20)
Lemma 3.4. Let W be any V -module. Then the following identities hold
ψW e
zL(−1)ψ−1W e
−zL(−1) = E−(h, z), ezL(−1)ψW e
−zL(−1)ψ−1W = E
−(−h, z), (3.21)
φW e
zL(−1)φ−1W e
−zL(−1) = E−(h, z), ezL(−1)φWe
−zL(−1)φ−1W = E
−(−h, z). (3.22)
Proof. By a simple calculation we get
∆(h, z)ω = ω + z−1h+
1
2
γz−2, ∆(−h, z)ω = ω − z−1h +
1
2
γz−2. (3.23)
Then from (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain
ψWL(−1) = (L(−1) + h(−1))ψW , L(−1)ψW = ψW (L(−1)− h(−1)). (3.24)
Thus
ψW e
zL(−1)ψ−1W = e
z(L(−1)+h(−1)), ψ−1W e
zL(−1)ψW = e
z(L(−1)−h(−1)). (3.25)
By Lemma 3.3 we obtain
ψW e
zL(−1)ψ−1W e
−zL(−1) = E−(h, z), φ−1W e
zL(−1)φWe
−zL(−1) = E−(−h, z).
Similarly, one can prove the identities for φW . ✷
Lemma 3.5. (a) For any a, b ∈ V , we have
Y (ψV φV a, z)b = E
−(−h, z)2ψV φV Y (a, z)∆(−h,−z)
2b. (3.26)
(b) For any u ∈ V˜ , a ∈ V , we have
Y¯ (u, z)a = E−(−h, z)Y (∆(h, z)φ−1V (u), z)φV∆(−h,−z)a; (3.27)
(c) For any u, v ∈ V˜ , we have
Y¯ (u, z)v = z−γE−(−h, z)Y (∆(h, z)φ−1V (u), z)∆(−h,−z)ψV (v). (3.28)
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Proof. Using the skew-symmetry ([B], [FHL]) Y (u, z)v = ezL(−1)Y (v,−z)u and
Lemma 3.4 we obtain
Y¯ (ψV φV a, z)b = e
zL(−1)Y (b,−z)ψV φV a
= ezL(−1)ψV φV Y (∆(−h,−z)
2b,−z)a
= ezL(−1)ψV φV e
−zL(−1)Y (a, z)∆(−h,−z)2b
= E−(−h, z)2ψV φV Y (a, z)∆(−h,−z)
2b. (3.29)
Similarly we obtain
Y¯ (u, z)a = ezL(−1)Y (a,−z)u
= ezL(−1)φV Y (∆(−h,−z)a,−z)φ
−1
V (u)
= ezL(−1)φV e
−zL(−1)Y (φ−1V (u), z)∆(−h,−z)a
= ezL(−1)φV e
−zL(−1)φ−1V Y (∆(h, z)φ
−1
V (u), z)φV∆(−h,−z)a
= E−(−h, z)Y (∆(h, z)φ−1V (u), z)φV∆(−h,−z)a. (3.30)
For any u, v ∈ V˜ , we get
Y¯ (u, z)v = φ−1V Y¯ (∆(h, z)u, z)ψV (v)
= φ−1V e
zL(−1)Y (ψV (v),−z)∆(h, z)u
= φ−1V e
zL(−1)φV Y (∆(−h,−z)ψV (v),−z)φ
−1
V ∆(h, z)u
= φ−1V e
zL(−1)φV e
−zL(−1)Y (φ−1V ∆(h, z)u, z)∆(−h,−z)ψV (v)
= E−(−h, z)Y (φ−1V ∆(h, z)u, z)∆(−h,−z)ψV (v)
= z−γE−(−h, z)Y (∆(h, z)φ−1V (u), z)∆(−h,−z)ψV (v). (3.31)
This proves the lemma. ✷
Lemma 3.6. The defined intertwining operator Y¯ (·, z) of type
(
V
V˜ V˜
)
satisfies the
following condition:
Y¯ (u, z)v = (−1)γezL(−1)Y¯ (v,−z)u for any u, v ∈ V˜ . (3.32)
Proof. For any u, v ∈ V˜ , using Lemma 3.5 we obtain
ezL(−1)Y¯ (v,−z)u
= ezL(−1)(−z)−γE−(−h,−z)Y (∆(h,−z)φ−1V (v),−z)∆(−h, z)ψV (u)
= ezL(−1)(−z)−γE−(−h,−z)Y (∆(h,−z)φ−1V (v),−z)∆(−h, z)ψV φV φ
−1
V (u)
= (−z)−γz2γezL(−1)E−(−h,−z)Y (∆(h,−z)φ−1V (v),−z)ψV φV∆(−h, z)φ
−1
V (u)
= (−z)γezL(−1)E−(−h,−z)ψV φV Y (∆(−h,−z)φ
−1
V (v),−z)∆(−h, z)φ
−1
V (u)
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= (−z)γezL(−1)E−(−h,−z)ψV φV
·e−zL(−1)Y (∆(−h, z)φ−1V (u), z)∆(−h,−z)φ
−1
V (v)
= (−z)γ(−z)−2γezL(−1)E−(−h,−z)ψV φV e
−zL(−1) ·
·Y (∆(−h, z)φ−1V (u), z)φ
−1
V ψ
−1
V ∆(−h,−z)ψV (v)
= (−z)−γezL(−1)E−(−h,−z)ψV φV e
−zL(−1)φ−1V ψ
−1
V
·Y (∆(h, z)φ−1V (u), z)∆(−h,−z)ψV (v) (3.33)
and
(−1)−γ Y¯ (u, z)v = (−z)−γE−(−h, z)Y (∆(h, z)φ−1V (u), z)∆(−h,−z)ψV (v). (3.34)
Using Lemma 3.4 we get
ezL(−1)E−(−h,−z)ψV φV e
−zL(−1)φ−1V ψ
−1
V
= ezL(−1)e−zL(−1)ψV e
zL(−1)φV e
−zL(−1)φ−1V ψ
−1
V
= ψV e
zL(−1)φV e
−zL(−1)φ−1V ψ
−1
V
= ψVE
−(−h, z)ψ−1V
= E−(−h, z). (3.35)
Then (3.32) follows immediately. ✷
Lemma 3.7. For any a ∈ V , the following identity hold
Y (E−(h, z1)a, z2)
= E−(h, z1 + z2)E
−(−h, z2)Y (a, z2)z
−h(0)
2 E
+(h, z2)(z2 + z1)
h(0)E+(−h, z2 + z1).
(3.36)
Proof. It is equivalent to prove that
E−(−h, z1 + z2)Y (E
−(h, z1)a, z2)(z2 + z1)
−h(0)E+(h, z2 + z1)
= E−(−h, z2)Y (a, z2)z
−h(0)
2 E
+(h, z2). (3.37)
Since it is true when z1 = 0, it is enough for us to prove that partial derivatives for both
sides with respect to the variable z1 are equal. For any positive integer k and for any
u ∈ V , from the Jacobi identity we get
Y (h(−k)u, z2)
=
∞∑
i=0
(
−k
i
)(
(−z2)
ih(−k − i)Y (u, z2)− (−z2)
−k−iY (u, z2)h(i)
)
. (3.38)
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Using the binomial coefficient formulas:
(
i− k
i
)
= (−1)i
(
k − 1
i
)
and
(
−i
k
)
=
(−1)k+i−1
(
−k − 1
i− 1
)
, then using (3.38) for u = E−(h, z1) we obtain
∂
∂z1
Y (E−(h, z1)a, z2)
= Y
(
∞∑
k=1
zk−11 h(−k)E
−(h, z1)a, z2
)
=
∞∑
k=1
zk−11 Y
(
h(−k)E−(h, z1)a, z2
)
=
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=0
(
−k
i
)
zk−11 (−z2)
ih(−k − i)Y (u, z2)
−
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=0
(
−k
i
)
zk−11 (−z2)
−k−iY (u, z2)h(i)
=
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=0
(
i− k
i
)
zk−i−11 (−z2)
ih(−k)Y (u, z2)
−
∞∑
k=1
zk−11 (−z2)
−kY (u, z2)h(0)
−
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=1
(
−k
i
)
zk−11 (−z2)
−k−iY (u, z2)h(i)
=
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k − 1
i
)
zk−i−11 (−z2)
ih(−k)Y (u, z2)
+(z2 + z1)
−1Y (u, z2)h(0)−
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=1
(
−i
k
)
zi−11 (−z2)
−i−kY (u, z2)h(k)
=
∞∑
k=1
(z1 + z2)
k−1h(−k)Y (u, z2) + (z2 + z1)
−1Y (u, z2)h(0)
−
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=1
(−1)k+i−1
(
−k − 1
i− 1
)
zi−11 (−z2)
−i−kY (u, z2)h(k)
=
∞∑
k=1
(z1 + z2)
k−1h(−k)Y (u, z2) + (z2 + z1)
−1Y (u, z2)h(0)
+
∞∑
k=1
(z2 + z1)
−k−1Y (u, z2)h(k). (3.39)
Therefore
∂
∂z1
E−(−h, z1 + z2)Y (E
−(h, z1)a, z2)(z2 + z1)
−h(0)E+(h, z2 + z1) = 0. (3.40)
Then the proof is complete. ✷
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Lemma 3.8. For a ∈ V , we have
E−(h, z1)Y (a, z2)E
−(−h, z1) = Y (∆(−h, z2 − z1)∆(h, z2)a, z2). (3.41)
Proof. For any a ∈ V , we have:
[h(−k), Y (a, z)] =
∞∑
i=0
(
−k
i
)
z−k−iY (h(i)a, z). (3.42)
Noticing that
1
k
(
−k
i
)
= (−1)i+k
(
−i
k
)
for any nonnegative integers k and i, we have:
[
∞∑
k=1
h(−k)
k
zk1 , Y (a, z2)
]
=
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=0
1
k
(
−k
i
)
zk1z
−k−i
2 Y (h(i)a, z2)
=
∞∑
k=1
1
k
zk1z
−k
2 Y (h(0)a, z2) +
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=1
1
k
(
−k
i
)
zk1z
−k−i
2 Y (h(i)a, z2)
= − log
(
1−
z1
z2
)
Y (h(0)a, z2)
+
∞∑
k=1
∞∑
i=1
(−1)i+k
1
i
(
−i
k
)
zk1z
−k−i
2 Y (h(i)a, z2)
= − log
(
1−
z1
z2
)
Y (h(0)a, z2)
+
∞∑
i=1
1
i
(
(−z2 + z1)
−i − (−z2)
−i
)
Y (h(i)a, z2). (3.43)
Then
E−(h, z1)Y (a, z2)E
−(−h, z1)
= Y
((
1−
z1
z2
)−h(0)
E+(h,−z2 + z1)E
+(−h,−z2)a, z2
)
= Y (∆(−h, z2 − z1)∆(h, z2)a, z2) . ✷ (3.44)
Now we are ready to prove our main theorem.
Theorem 3.9. Let V be a vertex operator algebra and let h ∈ V satisfying the
conditions (2.21) with an integer γ. Then a) if γ is even, V ⊕ V˜ is a vertex operator
algebra. b) if γ is odd, V ⊕ V˜ is a vertex operator superalgebra.
Proof. From [FHL], we only need to prove the Jacobi identity for three module
elements. For any u, v, w ∈ V˜ , since Y¯ (v, z)w ∈ V ((z)), using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8 we
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obtain
Y¯ (u, z1)Y¯ (v, z2)w
= E−(−h, z1)Y (∆(h, z1)φ
−1
V (u), z1)φV∆(−h,−z1)Y¯ (v, z2)w
= E−(−h, z1)Y (∆(h, z1)φ
−1
V (u), z1)φV∆(−h,−z1) ·
·z−γ2 E
−(−h, z2)Y (∆(h, z2)φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z2)ψV (w)
= E−(−h, z1)Y (∆(h, z1)φ
−1
V (u), z1)E
−(−h, z2)
(
1−
z2
z1
)γ
z−γ2 ·
·φV∆(−h,−z1)Y (∆(h, z2)φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z2)ψV (w)
= E−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z1 − z2)∆(h, z1)
2φ−1V (u), z1)
(
1−
z2
z1
)γ
z−γ2 ·
·φV∆(−h,−z1)Y (∆(h, z2)φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z2)ψV (w)
= E−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z1 − z2)∆(h, z1)
2φ−1V (u), z1)
(
1−
z2
z1
)γ
z−γ2 ·
·φV Y (∆(−h,−z1 + z2)∆(h, z2)φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)ψV (w)
= E−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z1 − z2)∆(h, z1)
2φ−1V u, z1)
(
1−
z2
z1
)γ
z−γ2 (−z1)
γ ·
·(−z2)
γφV Y (∆(−h,−z1 + z2)∆(h, z2)φ
−1
V v, z2)ψV∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w
= φVψVE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z1 − z2)φ
−1
V (u), z1)(z1 − z2)
γ ·
·Y (∆(−h,−z1 + z2)φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w. (3.45)
Symmetrically, we have:
Y¯ (v, z2)Y¯ (u, z1)w
= φVψVE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z2 − z1)φ
−1
V v, z2)(z2 − z1)
γ ·
·Y (∆(−h,−z2 + z1)φ
−1
V u, z1)∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w. (3.46)
Then
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
Y¯ (u, z1)Y¯ (v, z2)w − (−1)
γz−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
Y¯ (v, z2)Y¯ (u, z1)w
= z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
φVψVE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z1)Y (∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2)C
−z−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
φV ψVE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·Y (∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2)Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z1)C
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
φVψVE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)z
γ
0Y (Y (A, z0)B, z2)C, (3.47)
where
A = ∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), B = ∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), C = ∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w. (3.48)
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On the other hand, using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7 we obtain
z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
Y¯ (Y¯ (u, z0)v, z2)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
Y
(
E−(−h, z0)Y (φ
−1
V ∆(h, z0)u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)ψV (v), z2
)
w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z0 + z2)E
−(h, z2)
·Y
(
Y (φ−1V ∆(h, z0)u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)ψV (v), z2
)
·
·z
h(0)
2 E
+(−h, z2)(z2 + z0)
−h(0)E+(h, z2 + z0)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z0 + z2)E
−(h, z2) ·
·Y
(
Y (φ−1V ∆(h, z0)u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)ψV (v), z2
)
∆(h,−z2)∆(−h,−z2 − z0)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z1)E
−(h, z2)z
−γ
0 ·
·Y
(
Y (∆(h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z0)∆(−h,−z0)ψV (v), z2
)
∆(h,−z2)∆(−h,−z1)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z1)E
−(h, z2)z
−γ
0 (−z0)
2γ ·
·Y
(
Y (∆(h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z0)ψV φV∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2
)
∆(h,−z2)∆(−h,−z1)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z1)E
−(h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·Y
(
ψV φV Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2
)
∆(h,−z2)∆(−h,−z1)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
ψV φVE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·Y
(
Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2
)
∆(−h,−z2)∆(−h,−z1)w.(3.49)
Therefore, the Jacobi identity holds. Then the proof is complete. ✷
Remark 3.10. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.9, suppose that V is a simple
vertex operator algebra. Then V¯ = V ⊕ V˜ is a completely reducible V -module. Let P0
and P1 be the projection maps from V¯ onto V and V˜ , respectively. Then P0 and P1 are
V -homomorphisms. Let W be any irreducible V -submodule of V¯ . Then P0 and P1 are
V -homomorphisms from W to V and V˜ , respectively. Thus, if V˜ as a V -module is not
isomorphic to V , either P0(W ) = 0 or P1(W ) = 0, so that W = V or W = V¯ . Therefore,
if V˜ as a V -module is not isomorphic to V , V¯ is a simple vertex operator superalgebra.
Next, continuing with Theorem 3.9 we study modules for the vertex operator (su-
per)algebra V¯ . We define a linear endomorphism σ of V¯ by: σ|V = 1, σ|V˜ = −1. Then
it is clear that σ is an order-two automorphism of the vertex operator algebra V¯ . Recall
that π0 is a V -isomorphism from V onto
˜˜V . Let W be any V -module. Then we shall
show that ˜˜W is isomorphic to W as a V -module. For simplicity we shall prove this only
for an irreducible V -module W .
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Proposition 3.11. Let W be an irreducible V -module. Then the linear map
I(·, z) : V → Hom(W, ˜˜W ){z};
I(a, z)w = ezL(−1)ψ−1
W˜
ψ−1W e
−zL(−1)YW (ψV ψV˜ π0(a), z)∆(2h,−z)w. (3.50)
is a nonzero intertwining operator of type
(
˜˜W
VW
)
. Consequently, πW := I(1, z) is a
V -isomorphism from W onto ˜˜W .
Proof. We shall construct I(·, z) from the intertwining operator YW (·, z) through the
following sequence:
(
W
VW
)
→
(
W
WV
)
→

 ˜˜W
W ˜˜V

→
(
˜˜W
WV
)
→
(
˜˜W
VW
)
. (3.51)
Starting from the intertwining operator YW (·, z) of type
(
W
VW
)
we have an intertwining
operator I1(·, z) defined as follows [FHL]:
I1(w, z)a = e
zL(−1)YW (a,−z)w for any a ∈ V, w ∈ W. (3.52)
Since YW (·, z) is not zero, I1(·, z) is not zero either. By Lemma 2.1 we have an intertwining
operator I2(·, z) of type

 ˜˜W
W ˜˜V

 defined by
I2(w, z)u = ψ
−1
W˜
ψ−1W I1(∆(2h, z)w, z)ψV ψV˜ u for any u ∈
˜˜V , w ∈ W. (3.53)
Using the isomorphism π0 from
˜˜V onto V we obtain an intertwining operator I3(·, z) of
type
(
˜˜W
WV
)
defined as follows:
I3(w, z)a = I2(w, z)π0a for any w ∈ W, a ∈ V. (3.54)
Finally we obtain an intertwining operator I(·, z) of type
(
˜˜W
VW
)
defined by
I(a, z)w = ezL(−1)I3(w,−z)a for any a ∈ V, w ∈ W. (3.55)
Composing all intertwining operators together we obtain
I(a, z)w = ezL(−1)I3(w,−z)a
= ezL(−1)I2(w,−z)π0(a)
= ezL(−1)ψ−1
W˜
ψ−1W I1(∆(2h,−z)w,−z)ψV ψV˜ π0(a)
= ezL(−1)ψ−1
W˜
ψ−1W e
−zL(−1)YW (ψV ψV˜ π0(a), z)∆(2h,−z)w. (3.56)
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Because
d
dz
I(1, z) = I(L(−1)1, z) = 0, (3.57)
I(1, z) is a constant linear map from W to ˜˜W . Since [Y (a, z1), I(1, z)] = 0 for any a ∈ V ,
I(1, z) is a V -homomorphism from W to ˜˜W . Since W and ˜˜W are irreducible V -modules,
I(1, z) is a V -isomorphism. Then the proof is complete. ✷
Let W be an irreducible V -module (with finite-dimensional homogeneous subspaces).
Since h(0) preserves each homogeneous subspace of M and h(0) is semisimple on V ,
h(0) acts semisimply on W . Suppose that h(0) has only rational eigenvalues on W . Set
φW = ψW˜πW . That is, φW is a linear isomorphism from W onto W˜ such that
φW (Y (a, z)w) = Y (∆(h, z)a, z)φW (w) fora ∈ V, w ∈ W. (3.58)
Next we shall make W¯ := W ⊕ W˜ a V˜ -module or σ-twisted V˜ -module. In order to do
this we need intertwining operators of types
(
W˜
V˜ W
)
and
(
W
V˜ W˜
)
.
Following [DL], for any α ∈ Q we define (−z)α = eαπi. For any a ∈ V, w ∈ W , define
F (u, z)a = ezL(−1)YW (a,−z)u. Then F (·, z) is an intertwining operator of type
(
W
WV
)
.
For any u ∈ V˜ , w ∈ W , define F1(w, z)u = ψ
−1
W F (∆(h, z)w, z)ψV (u). Then from Lemma
2.1, F1(·, z) is an intertwining operator of type
(
W˜
WV˜
)
. For any u ∈ V˜ , w ∈ W we
define Y (u, z)w = ezL(−1)F1(w,−z)u. Then Y (·, z) is an intertwining operator of type(
W˜
V˜ W
)
. That is,
Y (u, z)w = ezL(−1)F1(w,−z)u
= ezL(−1)ψ−1W F (∆(h,−z)w,−z)ψV (u)
= ezL(−1)ψ−1W e
−zL(−1)YW (ψV (u), z)∆(h,−z)w
= E−(h, z)ψ−1W Y (ψV (u), z)∆(h,−z)w. (3.59)
Then we obtain an intertwining operator of type
(
W˜
V˜ W
)
.
From Lemma 2.1 we obtain an intertwining operator Y˜ (·, z) of type

 ˜˜W
V˜ W˜

. Then
Y (·, z) := π−1W Y˜ (·, z) is an intertwining operator of type
(
W
V˜ W˜
)
. For any u ∈ V˜ , w˜ ∈ W˜ ,
we have:
Y (u, z)w˜ = π−1W Y˜ (u, z)w˜
= π−1W ψ
−1
W˜
Y (∆(h, z)u, z)ψW w˜
= E−(h, z)π−1W ψ
−1
W˜
ψ−1W Y (ψV∆(h, z)(u), z)∆(h,−z)ψW w˜. (3.60)
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Then we obtain an intertwining operator of type
(
W
V˜ W˜
)
.
Similar to Lemma 3.6 we have:
Lemma 3.12. For a ∈ V, u ∈ V˜ , w ∈ W, w˜ ∈ W˜ , we have
Y (ψV φV a, z)u = E
−(−2h, z)ψWψW˜πWY (a, z)∆(−2h,−z)u, (3.61)
Y (u, z)w = E−(−h, z)φWY (φ
−1
V u, z)∆(−h,−z)w, (3.62)
Y (u, z)w˜ = (−1)γE−(−h, z)ψWY (φ
−1
V u, z)∆(−h,−z)w˜. (3.63)
Proof. Recall from Proposition 3.11 that I(·, z) is an intertwining operator of type(
˜˜W
VW
)
. Then π−1W I(·, z) is an intertwining operator of type
(
W
VW
)
. Since I
(
W
VW
)
is one-dimensional and π−1W I(1, z) = idW = YW (1, z), we get π
−1
W I(·, z) = YW (·, z). Thus
YW (a, z)w = π
−1
W e
zL(−1)ψ−1
W˜
ψ−1W e
−zL(−1)YW (ψV ψV˜ π0(a), z)∆(2h,−z)w. (3.64)
Therefore (by Lemma 3.4)
YW (ψV ψV˜ π0(a), z)w
= ezL(−1)ψWψW˜ e
−zL(−1)πWYW (a, z)∆(−2h,−z)w
= E−(−2h, z)ψWψW˜πWYW (a, z)∆(−2h,−z)w. (3.65)
For any u ∈ V˜ , w ∈ W , using the first identity we obtain
Y (u, z)w = E−(h, z)ψ−1W Y (ψV φV φ
−1
V u, z)∆(h,−z)w
= E−(−h, z)ψW˜πWY (φ
−1
V u, z)∆(−h,−z)w. (3.66)
Similarly, for any u ∈ V˜ , w˜ ∈ W˜ , we obtain
Y (u, z)w˜ = E−(−h, z)Y (φ−1V ∆(h, z)u, z)∆(−h,−z)ψW w˜
= z−γE−(−h, z)Y (∆(h, z)φ−1V u, z)∆(−h,−z)ψW w˜
= (−1)γE−(−h, z)ψWY (φ
−1
V u, z)∆(−h,−z)w˜. (3.67)
Then the proof is complete. ✷
Recall ([D2], [FFR], [FLM]) that a σ-twisted V¯ -module is a C-graded vector space
M = ⊕h∈CMh satisfying all conditions for a module except that YM(a, z)∈EndM [[z
1
2 , z−
1
2 ]]
for a ∈ V¯ and that the Jacobi identity is replaced by the following twisted Jacobi identity:
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
YM(u, z1)YM(v, z2)− z
−1
0 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
YM(v, z2)YM(u, z1)
= z−12
(
z1 − z0
z2
)−r/2
δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
YM(Y (u, z0)v, z2)
(3.68)
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for u ∈ V r, where r = 0, 1 and V 0 = V, V 1 = V˜ .
Theorem 3.13. Let W be an irreducible V -module such that h(0) has only half-
integral eigenvalues on W . Then W ⊕ W˜ is either a V¯ -module or a σ-twisted V¯ -module.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.9. We only need to prove the Jacobi
identity for (u, v, w), where u, v ∈ V˜ , w ∈ W ∪ W˜ .
Case 1: w ∈ W . By Lemma 3.12 we obtain
Y (u, z1)Y (v, z2)w
= (−1)γE−(−h, z1)ψWY (φ
−1
V u, z1)∆(−h,−z1) ·
·E−(−h, z2)φWY (φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z2)w
= (−1)γ
(
1−
z2
z1
)γ
E−(−h, z1)ψWY (φ
−1
V u, z1) ·
·E−(−h, z2)∆(−h,−z1)φWY (φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z2)w
= (−1)γ
(
1−
z2
z1
)γ
E−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)ψWY (∆(−h, z1 − z2)∆(h, z1)φ
−1
V u, z1) ·
·∆(−h,−z1)φWY (φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z2)w
= (−1)γ
(
1−
z2
z1
)γ
E−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)ψWY (∆(−h, z1 − z2)∆(h, z1)φ
−1
V u, z1) ·
·(−z1)
γφW∆(−h,−z1)Y (φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z2)w
= (z1 − z2)
γE−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)ψWφWY (∆(−h, z1 − z2)φ
−1
V u, z1) ·
·Y (∆(−h,−z1 + z2)φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w. (3.69)
Then
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
Y (u, z1)Y (v, z2)w
= z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
zγ0E
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)ψWφWY (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z1) ·
·Y (∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2)∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w. (3.70)
Symmetrically we have:
z−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
Y (v, z2)Y (u, z1)w
= z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
(−z0)
γE−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)ψWφWY (∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2) ·
·Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z1)∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w. (3.71)
Therefore
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
Y (u, z1)Y (v, z2)w − (−1)
γz−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
Y (v, z2)Y (u, z1)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
zγ0E
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)ψWφW ·
·Y (Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2)C (3.72)
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where C = ∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w. On the other hand, we have:
z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
Y (Y (u, z0)v, z2)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
z−γ0 Y
(
E−(−h, z0)Y (∆(h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)ψV (v), z2
)
w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z1)E
−(h, z2)z
−γ
0 ·
·Y
(
Y (∆(h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z0)∆(−h,−z0)ψV (v), z2
)
·∆(h,−z2)∆(−h,−(z2 + z0))w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z1)E
−(h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·Y
(
ψV φV Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2
)
·∆(h,−z2)∆(−h,−(z2 + z0))w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·ψWφWY (Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2) ·
·∆(−h, z2)∆(−h,−z2 − z0)w. (3.73)
Suppose h(0)w = αw. Then
z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
∆(−h,−z2)∆(−h,−z2 − z0)w
= z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)
(−z2 − z0)
−α∆(−h,−z2)E
+(h, z2 + z0)w
= z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)
(−z2 − z0)
−α∆(−h,−z2)E
+(h, z1)w
= z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)
(−z1)
α(−z2 − z0)
−α∆(−h,−z2)∆(−h,−z1)w
= z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)(
z2 + z0
z1
)−α
∆(−h,−z2)∆(−h,−z1)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)(
z1 − z0
z2
)α
∆(−h,−z2)∆(−h,−z1)w. (3.74)
Thus
z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
Y (Y (u, z0)v, z2)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z0 + z2)E
−(−h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·ψWφWY (Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V (u), z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V (v), z2)
(
z1 − z0
z2
)α
C. (3.75)
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Thus
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
Y (u, z1)Y (v, z2)w − (−1)
γz−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
Y (v, z2)Y (u, z1)w
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)(
z1 − z0
z2
)α
Y (Y (u, z0)v, z2)w (3.76)
if h(0)w = αw.
Case 2: w ∈ W˜ . Similarly, for u, v ∈ V˜ , w˜ ∈ W˜ , we have:
Y (u, z1)Y (v, z2)w˜
= E−(−h, z1)φWY (φ
−1
V u, z1)∆(−h,−z1) ·
·(−1)γE−(−h, z2)ψWY (φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z2)w˜
= (z1 − z2)
γφWψWE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z1 − z2)φ
−1
V (u), z1) ·
·Y (∆(−h,−z1 + z2)φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w˜. (3.77)
Then
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
Y (u, z1)Y (v, z2)w˜
= z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
zγ0φWψWE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z1) ·
·Y (∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w˜, (3.78)
and
z−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
Y (v, z2)Y (u, z1)w˜
= z−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
(−z0)
γφWψWE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2)Y (∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2) ·
·Y (∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V u, z1)∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w˜. (3.79)
Thus
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
Y (u, z1)Y (v, z2)w˜
−(−1)γz−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
Y (v, z2)Y (u, z1)w˜
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
φWψWE
−(−h, z1)E
−(−h, z2) ·
·Y
(
Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2
)
∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w˜. (3.80)
On the other hand, using the calculation in case 1, we obtain
z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
Y (Y (u, z0)v, z2)w˜
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= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z1)E
−(h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·Y
(
ψV φV Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2
)
·∆(h,−z2)∆(−h,−(z2 + z0))w˜
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z1)E
−(h, z2)z
γ
0ψ
−1
W ·
·Y
(
∆(h, z2)ψV φV Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2
)
·ψW∆(h,−z2)∆(−h,−(z2 + z0))w˜
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z1)E
−(h, z2)z
γ
0 z
−2γ
2 ψ
−1
W ·
·Y
(
ψV φV∆(h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2
)
·ψW∆(h,−z2)∆(−h,−(z2 + z0))w˜
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z0 + z2)E
−(−h, z2)z
γ
0 z
−2γ
2 ·
·ψWφWY (∆(h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2)∆(−2h,−z2)ψWG
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z0 + z2)E
−(−h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·φWY (∆(h, z2)Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2)
(
z2 + z0
z1
)h(0)
ψWG
= z−12 δ
(
z1 − z0
z2
)
E−(−h, z0 + z2)E
−(−h, z2)z
γ
0 ·
·φWψWY (Y (∆(−h, z0)φ
−1
V u, z0)∆(−h,−z0)φ
−1
V v, z2)
(
z2 + z0
z1
)h(0)
G, (3.81)
where G = ∆(−h,−z1)∆(−h,−z2)w˜. Then the proof is complete. ✷
Proposition 3.14. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.13, if W˜ as a V -module is
not isomorphic to W , then W ⊕ W˜ is an irreducible V¯ -module, and if W˜ as a V -module
is isomorphic to W , then W ⊕ W˜ is a direct sum of two irreducible V¯ -modules, each of
which is isomorphic to W as a V -module.
Proof. If W˜ as a V -module is not isomorphic to W , the irreducibility of W ⊕ W˜
follows from the argument in Remark 3.10. For the rest of proof, we assume that W˜
as a V -module is isomorphic to W . Let f be a V -isomorphism from W onto W˜ . Then
φ−1W fψW f is a V -automorphisam of W . Since W is an irreducible V -module, from Schur
lemma by multiplying a constant we may choose f such that
φ−1W fψW f = idW . (3.82)
By definition, for any u ∈ V˜ , w ∈ W, w˜ ∈ W˜ , we have:
Y (u, z)w = E−(−h, z)ψW˜πWY (φ
−1
V (u), z)∆(−h,−z)w, (3.83)
Y (u, z)w˜ = E−(−h, z)ψWY (φ
−1
V u, z)∆(−h,−z)w˜. (3.84)
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Since f(w) ∈ W˜ by Lemma 3.12 we get
fY (u, z)f(w)
= E−(−h, z)fψWY (φ
−1
V u, z)∆(−h,−z)f(w)
= E−(−h, z)fψWY (φ
−1
V u, z)∆(−h,−z)f(w)
= E−(−h, z)fψW fY (φ
−1
V u, z)(w)
= E−(−h, z)φWY (φ
−1
V u, z)∆(−h,−z)(w)
= Y (u, z)w. (3.85)
Therefore W0 = {(w, f(w))|w ∈ W} and W1 = {(w,−f(w))|w ∈ W} are submodules of
W¯ = W ⊕ W˜ and W¯ is the direct sum of W0 and W1. Since W0 and W1 are irreducible
V -modules, they are irreducible V¯ -modules. Then proof is complete. ✷
Remark 3.15: Let V be a vertex operator algebra, let M be a V -module and let
U be any subspace of M . Then it follows from the associativity ([DL], [FHL]) that
the linear span V · U of all anU for a ∈ V, n ∈ Z is a submodule of M (cf. Lemma
6.1.1 [Li4]). Furthermore, if V is a simple vertex operator algebra, then Y (a, z)u 6= 0
for 0 6= a ∈ V, 0 6= u ∈ M ([DL]). This is due to the fact that the annihilating space
AnnV (u) = {a ∈ V |Y (a, z)u = 0} is an ideal of V .
Next we classify all irreducible V¯ -modules. Recall that σ is an involution of V¯ . For
any V¯ -module (M,YM(·, z)), we have a V¯ -module (M,YM(σ·, z)). For convenience, we
denote this module by Mσ.
Lemma 3.16. If M is a V¯ -module such that M is an irreducible V -module, then Mσ
is not isomorphic to M as a V¯ -module.
Proof. Suppose Mσ as a V¯ -module is isomorphic to M , i.e., there is a linear auto-
morphism ψ of M satisfying
ψ(YM(a, z)u) = YM(a, z)ψ(u) for a ∈ V, u ∈M, (3.86)
ψ(YM(a, z)u) = −YM (a, z)ψ(u) for a ∈ V˜ , u ∈M. (3.87)
Since ψ is an automorphism of M as a V -module, by Schur lemma ψ = αidM for some
nonzero number α. Then we have:
αYM(a, z)u = −αYM(a, z)u for a ∈ V˜ , u ∈M. (3.88)
Thus YM(a, z)u = 0 for any a ∈ V˜ , u ∈M . It is a contradiction. ✷
Proposition 3.17.2 Let M1 and M2 be V¯ -modules such that M1 and M2 are isomor-
phic irreducible V -modules. Then M1 is isomorphic to either M2 or M
σ
2 .
2It was pointed out by Professor Dong that it also follows from Theorem 5.4 in [DM].
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Proof. Let f be a V -isomorphism from M1 onto M2. Then f
−1Y2(·, z)f is an inter-
twining operator of type
(
M1
V˜ M1
)
. Since V˜ is a simple current V -module, the corre-
sponding fusion rule is one, so that there is a nonzero number α such that
Y1(a, z)u = αf
−1Y2(a, z)f(u) for any a ∈ V˜ , u ∈M1. (3.89)
Then
Y1(a, z1)Y1(b, z2)u = α
2f−1Y2(a, z1)Y2(b, z2)f(u), (3.90)
Y1(b, z2)Y1(a, z1)u = α
2f−1Y2(b, z2)Y2(a, z1)f(u), (3.91)
Y1(Y (a, z0)b, z2)u = Y2(Y (a, z0)b, z2)u (3.92)
for any a, b ∈ V˜ , u ∈ M1. From the Jacobi identity we obtain α
2 = 1. Thus α = 1 or
α = −1. Therefore M1 is isomorphic to either M2 or M
σ
2 . ✷
Proposition 3.18. Let W1 = W11 ⊕W12 and W2 = W21 ⊕W22 be two V¯ -modules
satisfying the following conditions: (1) Each Wij is an irreducible V -module. (2) W11 as a
V -module is isomorphic toW21. (3) anWi1 ⊆ Wi2, anWi2 ⊆Wi1 for a ∈ V˜ , n ∈ Z, i = 1, 2.
Then W1 and W2 are isomorphic V¯ -modules.
Proof. Let f1 be a V -isomorphism from W11 onto W21. Since Y2(·, z)f1 is an inter-
twining operator of type
(
W22
V˜ W11
)
and (W12, Y1(·, z)) is a tensor product of (V˜ ,W11),
there is a V -homomorphism f2 from W21 to W22 such that
Y2(a, z)f1(u) = f2Y1(a, z)u for any a ∈ V˜ , u ∈ W11. (3.93)
Let f = f1 ⊕ f2 be the V -homomorphism from W1 to W2. Then
f(Y1(a, z)u) = Y2(a, z)f(u) for any a ∈ V0, u ∈ W1, (3.94)
f(Y1(a, z)v) = Y2(a, z)f(u) for any a ∈ V1, v ∈ W11. (3.95)
For any a, b ∈ V˜ , u ∈ W11, from the associativity (cf. [DL], [FHL]) we have:
f(Y1(a, z1)Y1(b, z2)u) = Y1(a, z1)Y1(b, z2)f(u). (3.96)
Since Y1(a, z1)Y1(b, z2)f(u) = Y1(a, z1)f(Y1(b, z2)u), we obtain
f(Y1(a, z1)Y1(b, z2)u) = Y1(a, z1)f(Y1(b, z2)u). (3.97)
Since W12 is linearly spanned by all the coefficients of Y1(b, z)u for b ∈ V1, u ∈ W11, we
have:
f(Y1(a, z)v) = Y2(a, z)f(v) for any a ∈ V˜ , v ∈ W12. (3.98)
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Then f is a V¯ -homomorphism fromW1 toW2. It is clear that f is an isomorphism because
each Wij is an irreducible V -module. ✷
Theorem 3.19. If the vertex operator algebra V is rational, then V¯ is rational and
any irreducible V¯ -module is isomorphic to one of those obtained in Proposition 3.14.
Proof. Since V is rational, any V¯ -moduleM is a completely reducible V -module. Let
W be any irreducible V -submodule of M . From Remark 3.10, V¯ ·W is a V¯ -submodule of
M and V¯ ·W = W + V ·W . It follows from Corollary 2.10 that (W˜ , Y˜ (·, z)) is a tensor
product of (W, V˜ ). Let Y t(·, z) be the transpose intertwining operator of Y (·, z). Then
(W˜ , Y˜ t(·, z)) is a tensor product of (V˜ ,W ) (Lemma 5.1.6 [Li4]). Since V˜ and W are V -
modules, Y (·, z) is an intertwining operator, so that there is a unique V -homomorphism
f1 from W˜ to V˜ ·W satisfying
f1Y˜
t(w˜, z)a = Y (a, z)u ∈ V˜ ·W for w˜ ∈ W˜ , a ∈ V˜ . (3.99)
Consequently, V˜ ·W (isomorphic to W˜ ) is an irreducible V -module. If V˜ ·W = W , then
W is an irreducible V¯ -submodule of M . If W˜ 6=W , then V¯ ·W =W ⊕V ·W . By Lemma
3.16, V¯ ·W is a completely reducible V¯ -module. Then M is a direct sum of irreducible
V¯ -modules. ✷
Let us return to the case for an affine Lie algebra g˜.
Theorem 3.20. Let ℓ be a rational number and let λi be a cominimal weight such
that L(ℓ, ℓλi) is self-dual and that γ = ℓ〈λi, λi〉 is an integer. Then L(ℓ, 0)⊕L(ℓ, ℓλi) is a
vertex operator algebra if γ is even and L(ℓ, 0)⊕L(ℓ, ℓλi) is a vertex operator superalgebra
if γ is odd.
Proof. It is clear that L(ℓ, 0) is self-dual for any ℓ. Since L(ℓ, ℓλi) is self-dual, there
is a nonzero intertwining operator of type
(
L(ℓ, 0)
L(ℓ, ℓλi)L(ℓ, ℓλi)
)
. Because L(ℓ, ℓλi) is a
simple current, by Corollary 2.10 L˜(ℓ, ℓλi) is isomorphic to L(ℓ, 0). Then it follows from
Theorem 3.9 immediately. ✷
Next we go back to a specific example. Let {e, f, h} be a basis for sl2 such that
[h, e] = e, [h, f ] = −f, [e, f ] = h. Let s˜l2 be the affine Lie algebra with respect to the
normalized Killing form such that the square length of h is 1
2
. For any complex numbers
ℓ and j, denote by L(ℓ, j) the irreducible highest weight module of level ℓ with spin j for
s˜l2. It is well known ([DL], [FZ], [Li2]) that if ℓ is a positive integer, L(ℓ, 0) is rational
and the set {L(ℓ, j)|2j ∈ N, 2j ≤ ℓ} of all standard s˜l2-modules of level ℓ is the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible L(ℓ, 0)-modules.
Corollary 3.21. (a) Let ℓ be any complex number such that ℓ 6= −2. Then L(ℓ, ℓ
2
)
has a natural L(ℓ, 0)-module structure.
(b) Let k be a positive integer and let ℓ = 4k. Then L(ℓ, 0) ⊕ L(ℓ, 2k) has a natural
vertex operator algebra structure with an order-two automorphism σ such that σ|L(ℓ,0) = id,
σ|L(ℓ,2k) = −id.
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Proof. Since 〈h, h〉 =
1
2
, we get γ = ℓ〈h, h〉 = 1
2
ℓ. Then it immediately follows from
Theorem 3.9. ✷
Corollary 3.22. Let k be a positive integer and let ℓ = 4k. Then (a) the spaces
L(ℓ, j) ⊕ L(ℓ, 2k − j) for j ∈ Z, 0 ≤ j < k, L(ℓ, k) and L(ℓ, k)σ have natural irreducible
module structures for the vertex operator algebra L(ℓ, 0)⊕ L(ℓ, 2k).
(b) L(ℓ, j) ⊕ L(ℓ, 2k − j) for j ∈ 1
2
+ Z, 0 ≤ j < k have natural irreducible σ-twisted
module structures for the vertex operator algebra L(ℓ, 0)⊕ L(ℓ, 2k).
(c) The vertex operator algebra L(ℓ, 0)⊕L(ℓ, 2k) is rational and any irreducible module
for L(ℓ, 0)⊕ L(ℓ, 2k) is isomorphic to one of the modules in (a).
Remark 3.23: In the physical references (cf. [MSe]), the existence of twisted modules
in Corollary 3.22 (b) was neglected.
4 Twisted modules for inner automorphisms
In this section, we present two constructions of twisted modules from any untwisted
modules for an inner automorphism of a vertex operator algebra and we prove that they
are essentially equivalent.
Let h ∈ V satisfying (2.21). Furthermore, we assume that h(0) semisimply acts on
V with rational eigenvalues. It is clear that e2πih(0) is an automorphism of V . If the
denominators of all eigenvalues of h(0) are bounded, then e2πih(0) is of finite order.
Proposition 4.1 [Li3]. Let (M,YM(·, z)) be any V -module. Then (M˜, Y˜ (·, z)) =
(M,Y (∆(h, z)·, z)) is a σ-twisted V -module, where σ = e2πih(0).
This is the first construction for twisted modules from any untwisted modules for an
inner automorphism. This construction is also closely related to shifted vertex operators
in [Le].
Let V = ⊕n∈QV(n) be a Q-graded vertex operator algebra V , i.e., V satisfies all axioms
of a vertex operator algebra except that it may have nonintegral weights. Let σ = e2πiL(0).
For any a ∈ V(n), n ∈ Z, we have: σ(a) = a. In particular, σ(1) = 1 and σ(ω) = ω. For
any a ∈ V(α), b ∈ V(β), α, β ∈ Q, we have:
e2πiL(0)(anb) = e
2(wta+wtb−n−1)πi(anb)
= e2(wta+wtb)πi(anb)
= (e2πiL(0)a)n(e
2πiL(0)b). (4.1)
Therefore σ = e2πiL(0) is an automorphism of V as a vertex operator algebra.
It is clear that σV is of finite order if and only if there is a positive integer T such that
all weights are contained in 1
T
Z. In general, σ may be of infinite order. LetM = ⊕α∈CM(α)
be any V -module and let M ′ = ⊕α∈CM
∗
(α) be the restricted dual [FHL] of M . Define
〈Y (a, z)u′, v〉 = 〈u′, Y (ezL(1)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)a, z−1)v〉 (4.2)
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for any a ∈ V, u′ ∈M ′, v ∈M .
Proposition 4.2. Let V be a Q-graded vertex operator algebra and let M be a V -
module. Then (M ′, Y (·, z)) defined above is a σ2-twisted V -module.
Proof. It is a slight generalization of contragredient module theory in [FHL]. But for
completeness, we present the details. First we recall the following formulas from [FHL].
zL(0)L(−1) = z−1L(−1)zL(0), (4.3)
ezL(1)L(−1) = L(−1)ezL(1) + 2zezL(1)L(0)− z2ezL(1)L(1), (4.4)
zL(0)Y (a, z0)z
−L(0) = Y (zL(0)a, z0z), (4.5)
ezL(1)Y (a, z0)e
−zL(1) = Y
(
ez(1−zz0)(1− z0z)
−2L(0)a,
z0
1− zz0
)
. (4.6)
Let a ∈ V, u′ ∈M ′, v ∈ M . Then
d
dz
〈Y (a, z)u′, v〉
=
d
dz
〈u′, Y (ezL(1)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)a, z−1)v〉
= −z−2〈u′, Y (L(−1)ezL(1)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)a, z−1)v〉
+〈u′, Y (L(1)ezL(1)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)a, z−1)v〉
−2z−1〈u′, Y (ezL(1)eπiL(0)L(0)z−2L(0)a, z−1)v. (4.7)
On the other hand, we have:
〈Y (L(−1)a, z)u′, v〉
= 〈u′, Y (ezL(1)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)L(−1)a, z−1)v〉
= −z−2〈u′, Y (ezL(1)L(−1)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)a, z−1)v〉
= −z−2〈u′, Y (L(−1)ezL(1)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)a, z−1)v〉
−2z−1〈u′, Y (ezL(1)L(0)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)a, z−1)v〉
+〈u′, Y (ezL(1)L(1)eπiL(0)z−2L(0)a, z−1)v〉. (4.8)
Thus
d
dz
〈Y (a, z)u′, v〉 = 〈Y (L(−1)a, z)u′, v〉 for a ∈ V, u′ ∈M ′, v ∈M. (4.9)
For a, b ∈ V , similar to [FHL] we obtain
z−10 δ
(
z1 − z2
z0
)
Y
(
v, z−12
)
Y
(
u, z−11
)
−z−10 δ
(
z2 − z1
−z0
)
Y
(
u, z−11
)
Y
(
v, z−12
)
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= −(z1z2)
−1
(
−
z0
z1z2
)−1
δ
(
−z−12 + z
−1
1
− z0
z1z2
)
Y
(
v, z−12
)
Y
(
u, z−11
)
+(z1z2)
−1
(
−
z0
z1z2
)−1
δ
(
z−11 − z
−1
2
− z0
z1z2
)
Y
(
u, z−11
)
Y
(
v, z−12
)
= (z1z2)
−1z2δ

z−12 − z0z1z2
z−11

Y (Y (u,− z0
z1z2
)
v, z−12
)
= z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)
Y
(
Y
(
u,−
z0
z1z2
)
v, z−12
)
, (4.10)
where
u = ez1L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
1 a, v = e
z2L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
2 b. (4.11)
Since the right hand side of the desired twisted Jacobi identity should be
z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)(
z1 − z0
z2
)−2r
Y
(
ez2L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
2 Y (a, z0)b, z
−1
2
)
, (4.12)
where r is the weight of a, i.e., L(0)a = ra, it is sufficient to prove
z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)(
z1 − z0
z2
)−2r
ez2L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
2 Y (a, z0)
= z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)
Y
(
ez1L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
1 a,−
z0
z1z2
)
ez2L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
2 , (4.13)
or, equivalently to prove
z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)(
z1 − z0
z2
)−2r
·
·ez2L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
2 Y (a, z0)z
2L(0)
2 e
−πiL(0)e−z2L(1)
= z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)
Y
(
ez1L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
1 a,−
z0
z1z2
)
. (4.14)
By the conjugation formulas (4.3)-(4.6), we have:
ez2L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
2 Y (a, z0)z
2L(0)
2 e
−πiL(0)e−z2L(1)
= ez2L(1)eπiL(0)Y
(
z
−2L(0)
2 a,−z
−2
2 z0
)
e−πiL(0)e−z2L(1)
= ez2L(1)Y
(
eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
2 a,−z
−2
2 z0
)
e−z2L(1)
= Y
(
ez2(1+z0z
−1
2
)L(1)(1 + z0z
−1
2 )
−2L(0)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
2 a,−
z−22 z0
1 + z0z
−1
2
)
= Y
(
e(z2+z0)L(1)eπiL(0)(z2 + z0)
−2L(0)a,−
z0
z2(z2 + z0)
)
. (4.15)
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Thus
z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)(
z1 − z0
z2
)−2r
·
·ez2L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
2 Y (a, z0)z
2L(0)
2 e
−πiL(0)e−z2L(1)
= z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)(
z2 + z0
z1
)2r
·
·Y
(
e(z2+z0)L(1)eπiL(0)(z2 + z0)
−2L(0)a,−
z0
z2(z2 + z0)
)
= z−11 δ
(
z2 + z0
z1
)
Y
(
ez1L(1)eπiL(0)z
−2L(0)
1 a,−
z0
z2z1
)
. (4.16)
Then the proof is complete. ✷
Remark 4.3. Let (V, ω) be a vertex operator algebra and let e be a Virasoro element
of V such that e(−1) = L(−1) and that e(0) is semisimple on V with rational eigenvalues.
Then (V, e) is a Q-graded vertex (operator) algebra. By Proposition 4.3, we obtain a σ2-
twisted weak module for (V, ω), where σ = e2πie(0).
Remark 4.4. For Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman’s Moonshine module vertex op-
erator algebra V ♮ [FLM], many involutions have been constructed in [M] as formal expo-
nentials of the weight-zero component e(0) of the vertex operator associated to a Virasoro
element e. Unfortunately, e(−1) 6= L(−1). It is very interesting to know how we can
modify this procedure to obtain (irreducible) twisted modules for those involutions.
Remark 4.5. Let V be a vertex operator algebra, let h ∈ V satisfying (2.21) and set
e = ω + L(−1)h. Then Y (e, z) =
∑
n∈Z e(n)z
−n−2 gives a representation of the Virasoro
algebra on V such that e(−1) = L(−1) (cf. [DLinM]). In general, (V, Y (·, z), e) is a Q-
graded vertex operator algebra. Combining this new Virasoro element with Proposition
4.2, we get the second construction for twisted modules from any untwisted modules for
an inner automorphism.
As a matter of fact, the above two constructions are essentially the same. The following
proposition gives the connection between the two constructions of twisted modules from
untwisted modules for an inner automorphism.
Proposition 4.6. Let V be a vertex operator algebra, let h ∈ V satisfy the con-
ditions (2.21), let (M,YM(·, z)) be a V -module and let (M
′, YM ′(·, z), ω) be the contra-
gredient module of M with respect to the Virasoro element ω. Suppose that the re-
stricted dual spaces of (M,YM(·, z), ω) and (M,YM(·, z), ω+L(−1)h) are the same. Then
(M,Y (∆(−2h, z)e−πih(0)·, z)) as a e−4πih(0)-twisted V -module is isomorphic to the contra-
gredient module of (M ′, YM ′(·, z), ω) with respect to the Virasoro element ω + h(−2)1.
Proof. First from [FHL] we have the following formula:
zL(0)ez0L(1) = ez0z
−1L(1)zL(0). (4.17)
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Set e = ω + h(−2)1. Then
e(m) = L(m)− (m+ 1)h(m) for m ∈ Z. (4.18)
In particular, we have:
e(−1) = L(−1), e(0) = L(0)− h(0), e(1) = L(1)− h(1). (4.19)
For any a ∈ V, u ∈M, v′ ∈M ′, we have:
〈Y (a, z)u, v′〉
= 〈u, Y (ezL(1)(−z−2)L(0)a, z−1)v′〉
= 〈Y (ez
−1e(1)(−z2)e(0)ezL(1)(−z−2)L(0)a, z)u, v′〉. (4.20)
Then
ez
−1e(1)(−z2)e(0)ezL(1)(−z−2)L(0)
= ez
−1(L(1)−2h(1))(−z2)L(0)−h(0)ezL(1)(−z−2)L(0)
= z−2h(0)ez
−1(L(1)−2h(1))(−z2)L(0)ezL(1)(−z−2)L(0)
= z−2h(0)ez
−1(L(1)−2h(1))e−z
−1L(1)e−πih(0). (4.21)
For a ∈ V, u ∈M, v′ ∈M ′, using Lemma 3.3 we obtain
〈Y (a, z)u, v′〉
= 〈Y
(
z−2h(0)ez
−1(L(1)−2h(1))e−z
−1L(1)e−πih(0)a, z
)
u, v′〉
= 〈Y
(
z−2h(0) exp
(
∞∑
k=1
2h(k)
k
(−z−1)k
)
e−πih(0)a, z
)
u, v′〉
= 〈Y
(
∆(−2h, z)e−πih(0)a, z
)
u, v′〉. (4.22)
Then the proof is complete. ✷
Combining Proposition 2.16 with Proposition 4.6 we get
Corollary 4.7. Let L be a positive-definite even lattice. Then every irreducible VL-
module can be considered as a contragredient module of the adjoint module with respect to
some Virasoro element.
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